Abstract| An active database is a database in which some operations are automatically executed when speci ed events happen and particular conditions are met. Several systems supporting active rules in an object-oriented data model have been proposed. However, several issues related to the integration of triggers with object-oriented modeling concepts have not been satisfactorily addressed. In this paper, we discuss issues related to trigger inheritance and re nement in the context of the Chimera active object-oriented data model. In particular, we introduce a semantics for an active object language that takes into account trigger inheritance and supports trigger overriding. Moreover, we state conditions on trigger overriding ensuring that trigger semantics is preserved in subclasses.
I. Introduction
The relevance of reactive capabilities as a unifying paradigm for handling a number of database features and applications is well-established. An active database system is a database system which automatically performs certain operations in response to certain events occurring or certain conditions being satis ed 1]. Active databases enable important applications, such as alerting users that a given event has occurred, reacting to events by means of suitable actions, and controlling the invocation of operations and procedures. Examples of functions that can be e ectively performed by active database systems are integrity constraint enforcement, monitoring, authorization, statistics gathering and view handling.
Active database systems are centered around the notion of rule. Rules are syntactic constructs by means of which the reactions of the system are speci ed. Active rules, often referred to as triggers, are usually de ned according to the event-condition-action (ECA) paradigm. Events are monitored and their occurrences cause the rule to be triggered; a condition is a declarative formula that must be satis ed in order for the action to be executed, whereas the action speci es what must be done when the rule is triggered and its condition is true.
Most of the research and development e orts on active databases and commercial implementations have focused on active capabilities in the context of relational database sys-A preliminary version of a part of this paper has appeared in the Proc. of the Fifth Int'l Conference on Deductive and Object-Oriented Databases, Montreaux (Switzerland), December 1997.
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tems. Several approaches have however been proposed to incorporate active rules into object-relational and objectoriented database systems. Both in the relational and in the object frameworks, active rules provide a comprehensive means to formally state the semantics of data, the highlevel semantic operations on data and the integrity constraints. Though recently proposed relational database systems provide stored procedures, and object-relational and object-oriented database systems provide methods, as an alternative means to express behavior of data, specifying the semantics of data through rules has three important advantages over coding it into methods (stored procedures). First, the behavior represented by methods must be explicitly invoked by the user or by applications, while active rules are autonomously activated. Second, the semantics represented by a single rule often needs to be replicated in the code of several methods. Consider for instance integrity constraints: since a single constraint can be potentially violated by the execution of di erent methods, the code for enforcing the constraint should be replicated in all those methods. Finally, a specialized trigger subsystem, internal to the database system, supports a more e cient active behavior processing compared to the approach where the active behavior is coded into methods.
The paradigm shift from the relational model to the object-oriented one, requires revisiting the functionalities as well as the mechanisms by which reactive capabilities are incorporated into the object-oriented data model 2]. There are several factors not present in relational database systems that complicate the extension of object-oriented database systems to include active behavior. Among them, let us mention that in object-oriented data models, in contrast to a xed number of prede ned primitive events of the relational model, every method/message is a potential event. Moreover, issues related to scope, accessibility, and visibility of object states with respect to rules should be addressed. Other important, open issues concern trigger inheritance and overriding. Because inheritance is a central notion of the object-oriented data model, the de nition of a proper approach to rule inheritance is crucial. However, those issues have been largely neglected by current implementations and research proposals, or only simplistic solutions are adopted. Those solutions are inadequate to model the large variety of rule semantics, that arise in practical applications. The approach taken by the majority of the systems for rule inheritance is to simply apply all rules, de ned in a class, to the entire extent of the class, that is, to all the instances of the class itself 1 . No rule overriding is supported by those systems. Only few systems 3], 4] support rule overriding, though in a completely uncontrolled way.
In our opinion, there are several cases in which rule overriding is useful. However, we believe that rules should not be overridden in a uncontrolled way, rather they should only be re ned in subclasses, that is, they can be overridden provided that (i) the rede ned rule is triggered each time the overridden one would be; (ii) the rede ned rule does at least what the overridden one would do. A notion of behavioral re nement of triggers can be introduced, which is analogous to the notion of behavioral subtyping developed in the context of object-oriented programming languages 5]. This property aims at ensuring that, if a class c is a subclass of a class c 0 , every object instance of c behaves like some object of class c 0 . Such property leads to a notion of semantic method re nement: consider as an example an init method initializing the attributes of an object, the implementation of such method in each class initializes to the proper values the attributes of that class. An init implementation in class c that only extends the init implementation of class c 0 with a new piece of code to initialize the additional attributes of c is an example of behavior renement. Examples of mechanisms that could be exploited to obtain a correct behavioral subtyping are super calls or the inner mechanism.
We believe that behavioral re nement is even more crucial for triggers than for methods, since triggers codify object behavior that is autonomously activated, rather than exhibited upon request (invocation), as in the case of methods. This results in di culties in predicting and managing the behavior of active systems. These di culties are amplied in systems supporting uncontrolled trigger overriding, since the expected behavior of a trigger can be totally di erent from the one exhibited by one of its rede nitions, which is executed instead. We think that the possibility must be given to the database designer to limit and control trigger rede nition, for example by specifying at trigger de nition time whether a trigger can be arbitrarily overridden in subclasses or if, instead, it can only be re ned, ensuring a sort of behavior preservation.
In this paper, we address issues related to trigger inheritance in the context of the Chimera active object-oriented data model 6], 7] developed as part of the ESPRIT Project Idea P6333. In particular, we investigate some issues concerning trigger inheritance which have not been satisfactorily addressed so far, by revisiting notions such as trigger priority and method selection in trigger actions in the context of inherited triggers and specifying a formal semantics for active object rule languages. Moreover, we propose a trigger re nement policy, based on static restrictions, ensuring that the trigger semantics is preserved in subclasses. Though developed in the context of the Chimera language, our discussion is highly independent from Chimera, and applies to other object-oriented active languages specialized class in the inheritance hierarchy to which the object belongs. An object is an instance of a class if it is a proper instance of this class or a proper instance of any subclass of this class.
as well. In particular, the semantics speci ed for Chimera models a generic set-oriented object active rule language. The static conditions devised for trigger re nement rely on the speci c Chimera action speci cation language. We believe, however, that the Chimera action language is powerful enough, in that it provides all data manipulation statements supported by commercial database management systems. Moreover, its declarative style can be useful at least at the speci cation level to formulate triggers and to reason about them 8].
Notice, moreover, that the issues addressed in this paper also apply to object-relational databases with reactive capabilities, and in particular to the SQL-3 standard proposal 9]. We discuss in detail the application of our results to object-relational database systems at the end of the paper.
The contributions of the paper can then be summarized as follows:
(i) de nition of a semantics for active object-oriented rule languages, modeling trigger inheritance and overriding; (ii) investigation of issues related to rule inheritance, namely method selection in subclasses; (iii) de nition of semantic properties for trigger re nement; (iv) identi cation of static conditions ensuring semantic trigger re nement; (vi) discussion on the application of our approach for trigger inheritance and overriding to active objectrelational databases. This paper is organized a follows. Section II reviews the state-of-the-art in the eld of active object-oriented databases. Section III motivates the need for trigger overriding and informally introduces the basic ideas behind our approach. Section IV presents the reference active rule language. In Section V trigger semantics is formalized. Section VI deals with trigger rede nition. The application of our approach to object-relational database systems is discussed in Section VII. A short overview of related work on trigger semantics and overriding in existing systems is given in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes the work. Appendix I presents the de nition of update semantics in our language.
II. Active Object-Oriented Databases
In the last ten years, there has been a growing interest in extending object-oriented database systems with reactive capabilities. One of the earliest object-oriented active database projects is HiPAC 10], 11]. HiPAC provides an expressive active database rule language with exible execution semantics, supporting a full complement of coupling modes through a nested transaction model. There are some projects on active object-oriented databases that are followon from HiPAC: among them, Sentinel In Table I we compare these systems along a number of dimensions. Among the considered systems, NAOS and TriGS are extensions of commercial object-oriented database systems with active capabilities. All the proposals support ECA rules. However, in some systems, such as Ode, conditions are part of the event speci cation as a mask which quali es the event and can refer to parameters of the method call de ning the event.
In an active rule, the event speci es what causes the rule to be triggered. Relevant triggering events are internal events related to database operations, temporal events, external (that is, raised by the application), and user-de ned events. Database operations are object accesses, attribute value updates, object creations and deletions, method executions and calls to transaction primitives (e.g. commit). In Chimera, also object migration between classes is included among events. In addition, in some systems it is possible to specify whether a rule must be triggered after or before its triggering event. Triggering a rule before its event is meaningful when methods are considered as events, and allows method preconditions to be tested. Triggering events may also be composite, that is, combinations of other events. Useful operators for combining events are logical operators, such as conjunction, disjunction and negation, and sequences. Some systems allow events to be parameterized; when a parameterized event occurs, values related to the event are bound to the event parameters, and these parameter values can be referenced in rule conditions or actions. Some systems only consider as an implicit parameter the identi er of the object receiver of the event.
In an active rule, the condition speci es an additional condition to be checked once the rule is triggered and before the action is executed. Conditions are predicates over the database state. If the rule language supports parameterized events, the condition language includes a mechanism for referencing the values bound to the event parameters. In some systems, values related to the condition can be passed to the action. In the most common approach for parameter passing, the condition is expressed as a query returning data, that are then passed to the rule action. Moreover, some systems allow triggers to refer to past database states.
In an active rule, the action is executed when the rule is triggered and its condition is true. Possible actions include database operations and calls to application procedures. Several active database rule languages allow sets of actions to be speci ed in rules, usually with an ordering, so that the actions in a set are sequentially executed.
The considered systems di er not only with respect to the supported rule language, but also in terms of rule execution semantics. First of all, active database rule execution can be either instance-oriented or set-oriented. With an instance-oriented execution, a rule is executed once for each database \instance" triggering the rule and satisfying the rule condition. By contrast, rule execution is setoriented if a rule is executed once for all database instances triggering the rule and satisfying the rule condition. The issue of instance-oriented versus set-oriented execution is obviously related to the issue of rule processing granularity. The most straightforward approach is to evaluate a triggered rule condition and to execute its action within the same transaction in which the triggering event occurs, at the soonest rule processing point. However, for some applications it may be useful to delay the evaluation of a triggered rule condition or the execution of its action until the end of the transaction; or it may be useful to evaluate a triggered rule condition or execute its action in a separate transaction. These possibilities result in the notion of coupling modes 11]. One coupling mode can specify the transactional relationship between a rule triggering event and the evaluation of its condition, while another coupling mode can specify the transactional relationship between a rule condition evaluation and the execution of its action. Possible coupling modes are: immediate (immediately following, within the same transaction), deferred (at the commit point of the current transaction), decoupled (in a separate transaction).
Among the considered systems, all but Chimera support an instance-oriented rule execution. Chimera supports set-oriented rule execution, while NAOS rule execution is instance-oriented for immediate rule and set-oriented for deferred ones.
A further aspect in rule execution is to consider the net e ect of a sequence of operations performed in the triggering transaction. For instance, if a rule is triggered by the creation of an object, but this object happens to be deleted before the actual execution of the rule, the rule should not be executed. The net e ect of events is computed based on the classical composition of pairs of operations applied to the same object 2 . Another di erence among existing systems is whether rule de nitions are attached to classes. Attaching rule de nitions to classes enhances modularization and supports an e cient detection of relevant events while there are sometimes useful rules triggered by events spanning sets of objects possibly from di erent classes (untargeted rules).
Finally we introduce the priority notion that is extremely relevant for active rule semantics. The execution semantics for active rules sometimes requires that one rule is selected from a set of eligible rules. For this reason, an active database rule language may include a mechanism for specifying rule priorities. Priorities might be speci ed by ordering the set of rules, by declaring relative priorities between pairs of rules, or by assigning a numeric priority value to each rule. Relative priorities are the most exible approach, since they subsume the other two types of priority speci cation. Ordering the entire set of rules may not be necessary to achieve the correct behavior, while numeric priorities can be di cult to use since they may need to be adjusted as the set of rules evolves. In the following section we will discuss how priorities could be used to simulate trigger overriding and point out the disadvantages and the 2 Note that net e ect is supported with di erent semantics in NAOS and Chimera. Whereas in NAOS the elimination of events due to net e ect composition results in the de-triggering of rules, this is not true for Chimera. (5) speci ed deferred deferred (5) decoupled decoupled (4) decoupled untargeted/ targeted untargeted targeted untargeted (6) untargeted both both both rules overriding NO YES (7) NO NO YES NO NO Legenda: (1) In 18] only disjunction of events is considered; an extension of Chimera with other kinds of event composition is described in 19].
The only parameter is the object receiver of the event (on which the rule is being executed).
Delta tables are used for referring to objects a ected by events. (4) This coupling mode is between Event and Action; immediate and deferred coupling modes between Event and Condition can be supported by means of event composition. (5) This coupling mode is between Event and Condition; coupling mode between Condition and Action is always immediate. (6) Triggers are de ned outside the scope of classes, however they are indexed on classes for e cient detection of relevant events. (7) Rules can be overridden provided that they are not activated in the superclass. TABLE I
Comparison of active object-oriented data models problems of that approach.
III. Trigger Overriding
In this section we rst motivate the need for supporting trigger overriding and then provide an overview of the approach to trigger inheritance and overriding proposed in the paper.
A. Motivating Examples
The in uence of inheritance on triggers has not been extensively investigated in existing object-oriented database systems. Under some proposals 2], 16], 20], triggers are always inherited and can never be overridden nor re ned. Such an approach, that we refer to as full trigger inheritance, simply means that event types are propagated across the class inheritance hierarchy. Consider the event of a rule r, say op(c 0 ), characterizing the operation op on a class c 0 . If c 0 has a subclass c, when an operation op occurs on a proper instance of c, rule r is triggered, as well as any other rule having as event op(c). Thus, inheritance of triggers is accomplished by applying a trigger to all the instances of the class in which the trigger is de ned, rather than only to the proper instances of this class.
Full trigger inheritance is, however, not always appropriate, as shown by the examples below. There are situations in which trigger overriding is required. Moreover the meaning of the ISA hierarchy is to de ne a class in terms of another class, possibly re ning its attributes, methods and triggers. This modeling approach is one of the key features of the object-oriented paradigm. Thus the possibility of rede ning triggers in subclasses, instead of simply inheriting them, should be provided. In a system supporting trigger inheritance, but not trigger overriding 3 , as in the full inheritance case, the only way to re ne the behavior of a trigger in a subclass is to de ne in the subclass a trigger on the same events which performs the re ned action. However, for this addition to be e ective, the trigger in the superclass must have priority over the trigger in the subclass. Thus, upon occurrence of the common triggering event on an object belonging to the subclass, both triggers are activated, but, since the trigger de ned in the superclass is executed rst, the action in the trigger de ned in the subclass \prevails". However, it is not always possible to re ne the behavior of a trigger in a subclass by adding a new trigger, even by specifying that the subclass trigger has lower priority than (thus, is executed after) the superclass one. Consider the following examples. Example 1: Suppose that a class employee and a subclass manager are de ned. Moreover suppose that in the former class an attribute rank is de ned. Consider a trigger r 1 that increases the salary of an employee each time the rank of that employee is increased. Moreover consider a corresponding trigger r 2 for the class manager that increases the salary of a manager of an amount greater than that of a simple employee. Notice that the trigger r 2 is the re nement of r 1 for the class manager. If trigger overriding is not supported we have to de ne two di erent triggers as follows 4 In the above triggers whenever the rank of an employee is increased, both r 1 and r 2 are triggered and if r 1 has priority over r 2 (as under the default ordering we mentioned above) r 1 is executed rst. The execution of r 1 increases the manager salary by 50 and the execution of r 2 increases again the salary by 100, thus at the end the manager salary has been increased by 150, instead of only by 100, which is not the desired result. This problem can be overcome by increasing the salary of a manager by the right amount in r 2 keeping into account that the salary has already been increased by r 1 , but this is not intuitive and not objectoriented, since it does not model a re nement. In the case of complex class hierarchies, these calculi become very complex and not always possible. Consider a class person with a subclass employee. Suppose, moreover, that a third class department is de ned, with an attribute nbr of employees which maintains the number of employees of the department. Suppose that a trigger r 1 is de ned on class person such that, whenever the age of a person is greater than 100, creates an object of a class person log whose state refers to the deleted object (the class person log is used for monitoring purposes) and then deletes the object. Suppose that a corresponding trigger r 2 is de ned on class employee, such that, whenever the age of an employee is greater than 100, creates an object of a class employee log, decrements the value for attribute nbr of employees of the department in which the employee works, and nally deletes the employee. The triggers are expressed in Chimera as follows:
trigger r 1 on class person Events: modify(age) 4 The syntax used in these examples is Chimera syntax which will be formally introduced in Section IV.
Condition: person(X),occurred(modify(age),X), Whenever the age of an employee is set to 101, both r 1 and r 2 are triggered and, if r 1 has priority over r 2 (as under the default ordering we mentioned above), r 1 is executed rst. The execution of r 1 deletes the involved object, and then the execution of r 2 does not have any e ect. Indeed, when r 2 is executed the object whose age attribute has been modi ed, has already been deleted. Therefore, it cannot be accessed any longer. As a consequence, the object does not satisfy trigger r 2 condition and therefore the value of attribute nbr of employees is not decremented. Intuitively trigger r 2 is just the re nement of r 1 because it has a behavior similar to that of r 1 but re ned for subclass employee. In a system supporting inheritance and trigger overriding, trigger r 2 would be the re nement of trigger r 1 , thus for the objects proper instances of employee only trigger r 2 would be executed giving a correct result. 4
As shown by the previous examples, the lack of trigger overriding capabilities does not allow triggers to manage in di erent ways the proper and non-proper instances of a class.
Note that in Example 2 above trigger r 2 performs a behavioral re nement of trigger r 1 . This means that after the modi cation of the age of an employee the execution of r 2 ensures the expected e ect of r 1 (that is, the creation of the appropriate person log object and the deletion of the employee, if the age is greater than 100). This ensures that the intended semantics is inherited by the subclass.
B. Overview of the Proposed Approach
Our approach extends the Chimera rule language with the possibility of overriding triggers in subclasses. In the current version of Chimera trigger overriding is not allowed and only full trigger inheritance is supported. The way in which trigger overriding is accomplished in our approach is simple. Let r be a trigger de ned in a class c 0 , r can be overridden by the de nition of a new trigger in class c, subclass of c 0 , with the same name of r. Chimera supports late binding, thus at execution time for each object a ected by the execution of the speci ed trigger the most speci c implementation will be chosen.
In order to fully investigate our approach to trigger inheritance and overriding, we develop a formal de nition of our reference language and its semantics to have a strong, well-de ned formalism. One of the problems arising in de-ning the semantics of an active object language supporting trigger inheritance is method selection with respect to inherited triggers. Consider a trigger r de ned in a class c 0 and invoking in its action an operation op on the objects a ected by the event. Consider moreover a subclass c of c 0 and suppose that operation op is rede ned in c. Rule r is triggered when the event monitored by r occurs both on objects proper instances of c 0 and on objects proper instances of c. For objects proper instances of c 0 the method implementation in class c 0 is selected, where the trigger itself is de ned. By contrast, for objects proper instances of c two di erent options are possible: (i) choosing the most specialized implementation of op (that is, the implementation in class c); (ii) choosing the implementation according to the class where the rule is de ned (that is, the implementation in class c 0 ). We refer to the rst and second approach as object-speci c method selection and rule-speci c method selection, respectively. In our model, we have adopted the rst approach, because it is consistent with the object-oriented approach, in that it conforms to the principle of exhibiting the most speci c behavior. The rulespeci c method selection is not consistent with the objectoriented approach because it refers to the static nature of objects, that is, the class in which the trigger is de ned, and not to their dynamic nature, that is, the classes the objects are proper instances of. Even though the rule-speci c method selection is not coherent with the object-oriented approach, it is used in some active object-oriented database systems, like Ode 14].
After having de ned the semantics of the language, we investigate semantic properties of trigger re nement. Because our model directly supports trigger overriding, it is important to give the possibility of specifying that trigger semantics must be preserved in subclasses. In particular, in order to preserve trigger semantics, it must be ensured that: (i) the trigger in the subclass is executed at least each time the trigger in the superclass would be executed; (ii) what would be executed by the trigger in the superclass is also executed by the re ned trigger. In this case we say that the trigger in the subclass is a behavioral re nement of the trigger in the superclass. Trigger re nement is formalized in the paper in terms of the de ned semantics and, unfortunately, will be stated as undecidable (see Proposition 1).
The following step is thus that of devising some sucient static conditions ensuring trigger re nement that can be checked at trigger de nition time. These properties are based on query containment for what concerns the condition part, and on a static net e ect computation for what concerns the action part. As we will show in the remainder of the paper, these condition can also be exploited to detect redundant triggers in an active object database schema.
IV. Active Rule Language: Syntax As reference rule language we consider a subset 5 of the Chimera active rule language 18]. Chimera supports setoriented active rules 21]: rules react to sets of changes to the database and may perform sets of changes. This approach is consistent with the remainder of Chimera, which supports a set-oriented, declarative query and update language. In this respect, Chimera is di erent from most other active object-oriented databases where rules are triggered by method activations, and are used to test pre and post conditions for method applications to individual objects.
Active rules in Chimera have several innovative features: (i) they support optional composition of event effects (called net e ect computation), when the same object is the target of multiple operations; (ii) they support different event consumption modes, that is, di erent models for processing events; (iii) they support di erent processing modes, that is, di erent activation times; and nally (iv) they provide mechanisms for accessing intermediate states of a ected objects during transaction execution. In Chimera, the processing mode of an active rule (which is the coupling mode between event and condition) may be either immediate or deferred. Immediate rules are considered for execution at the end of the transaction unit or reaction in which triggering occurs. Deferred rules are processed at the end of the transaction (after the commit command). In Chimera, two distinct event consumption modes are possible for each active rule; this feature is relevant when a given rule is considered multiple times within the same transaction. Events can be consumed after the consideration of a rule, therefore, each event instance is considered by a rule only at its next execution, and then disregarded. Alternatively, events can be preserved, that is, all events since the transaction start are considered at each rule consideration. However, we do not consider all these features here, since they are not relevant with respect to the problems of trigger inheritance and rede nition. Thus, we restrict ourselves to a simpler rule execution model, allowing a clear understanding of rule overriding and supporting only deferred, preserving rules without net e ect composition. For the sake of simplicity in presentation, moreover, we consider here only targeted rules, disregarding untargeted ones. The restriction to targeted rules does not a ect the generality of the problem.
Active rules in Chimera are called triggers. Each trigger is characterized by ve components: a name, a class, a set of events 6 , a condition and a reaction. Events are denoted by the name of the primitive operation and the schema element to which the operation is applied. Primitive operations are object creations, deletions, modi cations and object migrations in the inheritance hierarchy. Modi cations refer to speci c attributes. In addition, active rules may monitor operation calls (methods), although rule execution remains set-oriented. Method execution itself is indeed set-oriented.
In the remainder of this section we formally state the trigger de nition language. In the de nitions we make use of a set of class names CN , of a set of attribute names AN and of a set of method names MN.
De nition 1: (Event). Let c 2 CN be a class name, a 2 AN be an attribute name and op 2 MN be a method name. A Chimera event has one of the following forms:
create; delete; generalize(c); specialize(c); modify(a); op. 2 The condition, that is, the formula monitoring the execution of the reaction part, is a conjunction of atomic formulas and it is interpreted as a predicate calculus expression over typed variables. Conditions may contain, in addition to conjunctions of atoms, event formulas and references to old state. Event formulas are particular formulas supported by the declarative language of Chimera, built by means of the binary predicate occurred. This predicate is used to inspect the events that have occurred during a transaction. Syntactically, this predicate has two arguments: an event name and a variable ranging over the oids of the objects a ected by the event, which becomes bound to oids of instances which are receivers of the event. References to past database states are allowed in active rule conditions through the use of function old. Such a function, applied to an atomic formula, indicates that the formula must be evaluated in a previous database state. Since we restrict ourselves to event preserving rules the old state always refers to the state at transaction start.
Chimera terms are de ned as follows. Constants (except oids) and variables are terms; structured terms can be built by applying set, list and record constructors. Path expressions (built by making use of the dot notation) are terms, too. In addition Chimera supports several standard prede ned operators that can be used to build terms. These prede ned operators include arithmetic operators, set operators and list operators.
Chimera atomic formulas can be of four types, in which t 1 ; t 2 are terms:
Comparison Formulas: t 1 op t 2 where op 2 f<; > ; ; ; =; ==; == d g 7 ;
Membership Formulas: t 1 in t 2 or t 1 in c where c is a class name; Class Formulas: c(X), where X is a variable and c is a class (or type) name; Event Formulas: occurred(e; X), where X is a variable and e is an event according to De nition 1.
Atomic formulas may be applied to the state at transaction start through the old function. All variables are assumed to be implicitly quanti ed as in Datalog 22] .
Complex formulas (or simply formulas) are obtained from atomic formulas and negated atomic formulas by means of conjunctions. Formally, if F is an atomic comparison or membership formula 8 , then :F and old(F) are (complex) formulas; if F 1 and F 2 are formulas, then F 1 ; F 2 is a (complex) formula, where the symbol \;" denotes the and logical connective.
We require that each formula contains exactly one class formula for each variable, specifying the type of the variable. In addition, we require formulas to be range restricted, to avoid formulas that are satis ed by an in nite set of instances.
The reaction is a sequence of database operations, including update primitives, class operations or transactional statements. A condition and an action may share some atomic variables, in which case the action must be executed for every binding produced by the condition on the shared variables. Moreover, operations that constitute the action are executed in sequence, because each of them may have side e ects. Name is the trigger identi er; Class is the class the trigger is targeted to; Events is the set of operations monitored by the trigger, each event in the set is as in De nition 1; Condition is a Chimera formula; Action is a sequence of actions (cfr. De nition 2); such that the following conditions are satis ed:
1. each variable occurring as input parameter of an operation in the Action must appear in some positive atomic formulas of the Condition (safety condition); 2. for each event formula occurred(e; X) in the Condition, e must appear in Events. 2 We remark that in Chimera events are not parametric and there is no parameter passing between the event and 8 Class and event formulas cannot be neither negated nor tested on past database states. 9 In the following, given a trigger r, r.Name, r.Class, r.Events, r.Condition, r.Action denote the respective components of trigger r.
other rule components. Thus, events only cause rules to be triggered; rules are then considered and executed with no reference to the triggering events. However, the triggering events can be explicitly bound to variables in rule conditions by means of event formulas. Example 3: The following is a Chimera trigger, de ned on a class employee, whose e ect is to prevent an employee from earning more than his manager. If an employee is assigned a salary higher than the salary of his manager, the employee salary is automatically overwritten by assigning it a salary equal to the manager salary. Events: create, modify(salary) Condition: employee(X),X.salary > X.mgr.salary Action: modify(employee.salary,X,X.mgr.salary) Another example of Chimera trigger is the following, also de ned on the class employee, that has the e ect of specializing each new employee earning more than 40000 by inserting the employee in the class specialEmp 10 ). Events: create Condition: employee(X), occurred(create,X), X.salary > 40000
Action: specialize(employee,specialEmp,X,()
4
In order to provide a consistent behavior when multiple triggers are activated by the same events, it is important that a well-de ned policy is established. In an objectoriented system, an important question is whether the triggers inherited by the superclasses of a class should have higher priority than triggers de ned in the class, especially when dealing with action re nement in triggers.
A partial order < r is considered on the set of triggers to express trigger priorities. The meaning of the order is as follows: given two triggers r 1 and r 2 , r 1 < r r 2 means that when r 1 and r 2 are both triggered then r 1 is considered and executed before r 2 . In our model the approach is to de ne the priority order on triggers by combining user-de ned priorities among triggers belonging to the same class c (denoted by < c r ), with the order induced by inheritance relationships among classes. Thus, local priorities, speci ed by the user for triggers in the same class, are combined by the system with the order induced by ISA relationships 11 . To privilege the most speci c behavior, the reverse ISA ordering is considered as a default for relating triggers de ned in di erent classes. That is, given two classes c and c 0 , such that c is a subclass of c 0 , each trigger r 0 de ned in c 0 has priority over r de ned in c (r 0 < r r), that is, it is executed rst. Note that this policy is in accordance with the intuition discussed in Section III for simulating trigger overriding when it is not directly supported. Our policy for trigger priority is formally established by the following de nition.
De nition 4: (Priority Order on Triggers). A trigger r 1 has priority over a trigger r 2 (denoted as r 1 < r r 2 ) if either 10 In the trigger symbol () denotes the empty record value. Class specialEmp, indeed, has no proper attributes in addition to those inherited by class employee. 11 Given two classes c and c 9 c 2 CN such that r 1 < c r r 2 , or r 2 :Class ISA r 1 :Class.
2 If for each class c the local priority ordering < c r is an order, the priority ordering < r de ned in De nition 4 is a (partial) order. Note that the acyclicity of the local trigger ordering is checked upon trigger de nition. The default priority ordering of triggers obtained as in De nition 4 could be modi ed by the user in the subclass de nition.
Trigger overriding is accomplished by de ning a new trigger in the subclass with the same name as the inherited trigger. When a trigger r 1 is overridden by a trigger r 2 such that r 1 :Name = r 2 :Name and r 2 :Class ISA r 1 :Class, the occurrence of an event e 2 r 1 :Event on class r 2 :Class does not trigger r 1 . Notice that a trigger can be overridden in a subclass only by a trigger with the same name de ned in the subclass and that, viceversa, a trigger in a subclass that has the same name as a trigger r in a superclass overrides r.
V. Active Rule Language: Semantics
In this section we present a formal semantics of Chimera triggers. We start by providing an intuitive idea of the active rule execution model, then we formalize the notions of database state, set of bindings, and reactive process, and nally in Subsection V-C we present the semantics. The semantics de ned in this section will be the basis for investigating trigger semantic re nement, that will be discussed in Section VI.
A. Intuitive Idea
When one of the events of an active rule occurs, the rule is said to be triggered; several rules may be triggered at the same time. Trigger processing consists of an iterative execution of rule processing steps, each of which in turn consists of four phases, called rule activation, selection, consideration and execution:
rule activation consists of determining the triggered rules, that is, the ones for which any of the triggering events has occurred; rule selection consists of non deterministically choosing one of the triggered rules at highest priority; rule consideration consists of evaluating the condition, which is a declarative formula; at this point the selected rule is detriggered; rule execution occurs if the condition is true, that is, produces some bindings; the execution is performed by sequentially executing the operations in the reaction part of the rule. Trigger execution consists of updates, which may in turn trigger other rules. The rule processing activity is iterated until a state is reached where no rule is triggered. Clearly, the possibility of in nite rule processing due to chains of active rules triggering each other exists in Chimera; techniques and tools for detecting the possible sources of nontermination in a rule set have been developed 18] .
A transaction in Chimera is a sequence of data manipulation statements, each of which may trigger some rules. Remember, however, that we consider a language supporting deferred, preserving rules without net e ect composition. Considering deferred rules means that for each command the corresponding event is added to the previous set of collected events, but no rule is executed. The set of rules, triggered by the set of events associated with the transaction, is computed when the transaction ends. Therefore, the end of the transaction corresponds to reactive processing activation. On this set of triggered rules, rule selection and the other phases of rule processing are then iterated until no rule is triggered any longer.
In order to formalize the semantics we have, rst of all, to model the following preliminary notions.
B. Preliminaries
Before formalizing the rule language semantics, we need to introduce some preliminary de nitions. In particular we introduce the notions of database state, set of bindings and reactive process. In the following we consider: a set V of values; a set OID of all possible oids; a set CN of classes; a set V ar of variables. In the following the set Rule denotes the set of rules de ned for a database. Moreover: let S be a set, then 2 S denotes the powerset of S; let hel 1 ; : : :; el n i be a n-tuple, then i , i 2 1; n], denotes the projection on the i-th component of the tuple.
B.1 Database State
In the literature di erent de nitions, some of which quite complex, of object-oriented database state have been proposed. The notion of state we propose here is complete (according to our needs) but simple and quite similar to the ones that can be found in literature 23].
Our model, like most object-oriented data models, distinguishes between the schema level, which represents the database structure de nition and is the time-invariant component, and the instance level, which represents the database content and is the time-varying component. Informally, a database schema is a set of class de nitions, related by inheritance relationships. A class de nition consists of a class name, a list of attribute de nitions (name and domain of each attribute), a list of method de nitions (name and signature of each method), and a list of triggers. for each oid 2 OID, (oid) returns the state of the object, that is, the value of its attributes; let the attribute names be a 1 ; : : :; a n , and v 1 ; : : :; v n the corresponding values, then (oid) = a 1 : v 1 ; : : :; a n : v n ] 12 .
2 We remark that (c) denotes the proper instances of class c, that is, the set of oids of those objects for which c is the 12 To denote the value of an attribute a j ; j 2 1; n], we use the following notation: (oid):a j = v j . Note that is a function, because, given an object, its state is unique. Moreover, is not injective: given two distinct objects, can return the same state, although they are distinct entities, and is partial since OID is the set of all possible oids that can be allocated by the system.
set of all its instances. S: , S: denote the rst and the second component of the database state S, respectively.
B.2 Set of Bindings
Informally we can state that a set of bindings B is a set of substitutions. As we said before, in our language the bindings obtained by the evaluation of the condition are passed to the action part of the rule. The set of bindings is the means by which such variable passing is achieved. Because condition and action parts share some variables, the action must be executed for every binding generated by the condition on the shared variables. We are interested in de ning the set of bindings that satisfy a given condition, that is, the set of values which, substituted to the variables in the condition, makes the condition true. We model a set of bindings as a set of ground substitutions. In what follows, given a substitution and a set of variables V , jV denotes the restriction of substitution to variables in V . Moreover, given a set of substitutions S, S jV denotes the set of substitutions f jV j 2 Sg.
B.3 Reactive Process
First we have to establish, given a set of events, which is the set of rules triggered by the occurrence of events in the set.
De nition 7: (Event Instance). Let e be an event as in De nition 1, c the class name such event is related to, and O be the set of oids of the objects a ected by the event, then the triple he; c; Oi is an event instance.
2
For example the event corresponding to the action create(c; t; O) is create and a corresponding event instance is hcreate; c; Oi, where O denotes the set of the oids of the created objects 15 . For the sake of simplicity, we will often use the word event to denote event instances, when the meaning is clear from the context. 13 In general a substitution is a partial function : V ar ! T where T is the set of terms of the language. V T are the simple ground terms, that is, terms with no variables and no operators. 14 In the following, we often refer to substitutions as a subset of the cartesian product V ar V which includes only pairs for which is de ned. 15 Note that O in create(c; t;O) denotes a variable while in hcreate; c; Oi denotes a set of oids.
Given an event instance a relevant issue is how to establish which rule has to be triggered for each oid in the set of objects a ected by the event. Consider two classes c and c 0 , where c is a subclass of c 0 and the action delete(c; O). Since each object instance of c is an instance of c 0 as well, objects of class c have been deleted, but objects of class c 0 have been deleted as well. This means that the delete event is propagated along the ISA hierarchy. Triggers de ned in class c 0 , and not rede ned in class c, must be activated, as class c inherits them from class c 0 . Moreover, since our language supports trigger overriding, given an event instance, establishing which rules have to be triggered for each object a ected by the event is not trivial. Trigger overriding is accomplished by de ning a new rule in the subclass with the same name as the inherited trigger. Trigger semantics, however, is complicated by the fact that usually an event instance does not trigger a single rule but a set of rules, possibly de ned in di erent classes in the ISA hierarchy. The basic idea is to partition the set O of the objects a ected by the event into disjoint subsets of oids, say O 1 ; : : :; O n , according to the most speci c class of each object. Then, for each class c i , i 2 1; n], the set of the triggered rules is determined through a lookup mechanism. An ascending visit of the ISA hierarchy is performed, collecting in the set of triggered rules all triggers whose event part contains the occurred event and for which a trigger with the same name has not yet been included in the set 16 . Thus, the set of rules triggered by an event is computed by taking into account that, for each object, the most speci c rules are triggered, as formalized by the following de nition. We make use of the following notation. Let oid 2 O, then trig(oid; he; c e ; Oi) = fr j r = (N; c; Ev; C; A) and e 2 Ev and c = min ISA f c j oid 2 ( c) and 9 r = (N; c; Ev; C; A) 2 Rulegg.
De nition 9: (React). Let e = he; c; Oi be an event instance, E be a set of event instances, then react(e) = frjr 2 Rule and r is triggered by eg and react(E) = S e2E react(e). 2 De nition 10: (Reactive Process). Given a transaction T, let E be the set of event instances associated with T, react(E) is said to be the reactive process of transaction T.
2 Given a reactive process, that is, a set of rules, in the rule selection phase we have to choose one of the triggered rules at highest priority. Since there can be several rules at highest priority, the choice is non deterministic. We therefore introduce function get max, which nondeterministically chooses a rule among the rules with the highest priority in a set of rules. In this context we do not 16 This most speci c trigger overrides the one which is currently under examination. deal with issues related to non determinism in rule selection. We refer the reader to 24] for an analysis of such issues.
De nition 11: (Function get max). Let R be a reactive process, then function get max : 2 Rule ! Rule returns one of the rules at highest priority belonging to R. Formally:
given R 2 2 Rule if get max(R) = r then 6 9 r 0 2 R : r 0 < r r.
C. Trigger Semantics
First of all we introduce semantic domains and semantic functions. In de ning semantic domains we refer to wellformed triggers de ned according to De nition 3. 2 Function C models condition evaluation; function U models action execution, whereas functions R and P model reactive processing semantics. Notice that the arguments of the semantics functions are pairs of the form hconstruct to be evaluated; statei, where the state, according to our assumption of event preserving rules, is the one at the beginning of the transaction. We need the state as argument for two reasons: (i) evaluation of old formulas; (ii) rollback upon transaction errors.
In the rst case to evaluate formulas of the form old(F) we need to evaluate the formula F in the state at the beginning of the transaction. In the case of errors in evaluating a rule, such as a division by zero in a condition or other errors, according to the transaction all or nothing philosophy, the transaction must be aborted and the initial state must be restored.
In what follows, to simplify the notation, we will often omit the argument S i , the initial state, if it is not strictly necessary.
As we have said, we consider deferred event preserving rules. From a semantic point of view this means that during the execution of the transaction, events (event instances) are collected. When the transaction terminates two situations can arise: the transaction ends with a rollback; in this case the resulting state is the one at the beginning of the transaction; the transaction ends with a commit; in this case the reactive process is activated and all rules triggered by the events occurred during the transaction are executed.
Function P models the semantics of the reactive process associated with a transaction by establishing a transformation from the state at the end of the transaction to the state at the end of the reactive process. Thus, function P, at each step: (i) selects from the set of rules constituting the reactive process the rule at highest priority through function get max, let r be this rule; (ii) evaluates r through function R; (iii) deletes r from the reactive process; (iv) adds the rules triggered by the action part of r to the reactive process; (v) evaluates the new set of rules by function P on the state resulting from the evaluation of r through function R and so on. The evaluation of a rule r is performed by function R and consists of evaluating the condition of r using function C, obtaining a set of bindings and evaluating through function U the action of r on this set of bindings.
The result of the evaluation of a rule is a new database state and a new set of events. No set of bindings is given as result because, in Chimera triggers, bindings are local to rules.
C.1 Condition Semantics
Let C be a rule condition (a formula), S be a database state and E be a set of event instances, then:
where each substitution 2 B is such that the instantiation of C with respect to it, that is C , evaluates to true in state S and with respect to events in E, according to rst order logic.
As several approaches to semantic evaluation of rst order logic formulas can be found in the literature 25], we do not discuss them in this context. Rather, we focus on event and old formulas which are typical of trigger conditions. First we analyze the semantics of occurred formulas. We have to evaluate the semantics of a formula of form occurred(e; X) appearing in the condition part of a trigger r, given a database state S and a set of event instances E. Notice that, during a transaction, a trigger r can be activated by several update operations. This fact corresponds to the insertion of r in the reactive process of transaction T and to the insertion in E of event instances activating r. Thus, when we evaluate occurred(e; X) in r we have to take into account all event instances that have activated r. Moreover for each event instance e = he; c e ; Oi that has activated r, we have to choose only the oids belonging to O which actually have activated r, that is, those oids for which r is the most speci c trigger. Formally, the evaluation of the formula occurred(e; X) in trigger r is: C occurred(e; X) ] ] SE = B where B = ffX=oidg j 9 he; c; Oi 2 E and r 2 trig(oid; he; c; Oi)g.
For what concerns old formulas, as we consider event preserving triggers, the formula F in old(F) must be evaluated in the state at the beginning of the transaction, that is, S i . Formally the semantics is: Note that in de ning function U we consider an objectspeci c method selection, that is, during trigger execution, if a method is invoked in the trigger action, for each considered object, the most speci c method implementation for that object is chosen.
Our strategy is based on the assumption that methods rede ned in subclasses are a behavioral re nement of corresponding methods in superclasses, according to the behavior re nement constraints imposed on Chimera method rede nitions in 26].
To model reactive process activation, at transaction commit, the following semantics is speci ed for the rollback Notice that since rollback (commit) is the last command of a transaction, the output values of B and E are set to ; because they are not meaningful. The only interesting value is the resulting state, the second component of the result.
C.3 Reactive Process Semantics
Now we can formally de ne the semantic functions R and P. As we have already discussed, in our approach a class can rede ne a trigger of one of its superclasses, instead of simply inheriting it. Rule overriding is supported in some systems such as TriGS 4] and Ode 27], but no restrictions are imposed on rule overriding, thus a rule may override another rule on completely di erent events and performing completely di erent actions. In our model, as in those systems, trigger overriding is directly supported. However, we support the possibility to impose that the overriding trigger in the subclass is a behavioral re nement of the trigger in the superclass, that is, (i) the trigger in the subclass is executed at least each time the trigger in the superclass would be executed; (ii) what would be executed by the trigger in the superclass is also executed by the overriding trigger.
More speci cally, a trigger r 2 is a behavioral re nement of a trigger r 1 if the portion of state manipulated by r 2 includes the portion of state manipulated by r 1 and the portion of state modi ed by both is modi ed in the same way 18 . To formally de ne this notion, we must rst model the changes made by a trigger execution. Given a trigger r, let (r) be the set of classes manipulated by r (either through a create, a delete, or a modify operation) 19 . Given a trigger r and a class c, let r (c) be the set of objects deleted from class c and r (c) the set of objects inserted in class c as a consequence of the execution of trigger r; moreover, given an object oid and an attribute name a, let r (oid):a be de ned if and only if the execution of trigger r has modi ed the value of attribute a of the object identi ed by oid, and, if de ned, let it contain the new value of the attribute. Those notions are formally de ned as follows. 18 Note that a trigger executed on an object (set of objects) instance(s) of a class may manipulate objects of other classes. 19 They can be deduced syntactically. We have, however, devised some su cient static conditions ensuring that a trigger r 2 is a re nement of a trigger r 1 . These conditions can be checked at trigger de nition time, so that the overriding of a trigger in a subclass can be disallowed if the overriding trigger is not a re nement of the overridden one. These conditions are referred to as re nement conditions. In what follows we illustrate those conditions, by rst analyzing each trigger component separately.
A. Events
The re ned trigger must be activated each time the inherited trigger would be activated. Thus, we impose the condition that for each event in the event component of the inherited trigger, a corresponding event is present in the event component of the re ned trigger.
De nition 18: (Event Re nement). An event set Ev is a re nement of an event set Ev 0 if and only if Ev 0 Ev. 2 Example 4: Consider a class person, with an attribute income, and a trigger that if the value of income is less than 0, assigns 0 to the income. The event component of that trigger is the set f modify(income) g. Consider moreover a class employee, subclass of person, with two attributes income and fees and suppose to re ne the trigger so that whenever the amount of income minus the amount of fees is less than 0, the attribute income is set to the value of attribute fees. The event component of the re ned trigger is f modify(income), modify(fees) g. 4
B. Condition
The basic idea behind condition re nement is that, with respect to the instances of the subclass, the condition in the re ned trigger must be less selective than the condition in the inherited trigger. This ensures that the action of the re ned trigger is executed each time the action of the inherited trigger would have been executed on an instance of the subclass.
Example 5: Consider the classes person and employee, and the constraint that the age of a person must be greater than 0, while the age of an employee must be greater than 15. Suppose this constraint is enforced in person by the following trigger: Events: modify(age) Condition: person(X), occurred(modify(age),X), X.age < 0 Action: rollback whereas the constraint is enforced in employee by the following re ned trigger: Events: modify(age) Condition: employee(X), occurred(modify(age),X), X.age < 15 Action: rollback 4
To formalize this notion we rst need to introduce a new concept, that is, the one of specialized condition. Since conditions are formulas we give the general concept of specialized formula in the following de nition.
De nition 19: (Specialized Formula). Let c 1 and c 2 be two classes such that c 2 is subclass of c 1 . Moreover, let F be a formula, then F c 1 =c 2 ], the specialized formula of F with respect to class c 2 , denotes the formula obtained from F by substituting each class formula c 1 (X) with a class formula c 2 (X). 2 Example 6: Let F be the rst condition of Example 5, then F person=employee] = employee(X); occurred(modify(age); X); X:age < 0.
4
The bindings produced by the evaluation of the condition are represented as a set of ground substitutions, as seen in Section V-B.2. A substitution is a renaming of variables if = fX 1 =t 1 ; : : :; X n =t n g, and, for each i 2 1; n], t i is a distinct variable. Moreover, we introduce the following notations.
Notations
Given a trigger r, let BV ar(r) denote the set of variables appearing in r:Condition and in r:Action (that is, the variables employed for passing bindings). Let t and t 0 be terms, t w t 0 means t = t 0 where t 0 is the term t 0 where each variable has been substituted according to renaming . Given a formula F, let F ?E denote the formula obtained by eliminating the event formulas appearing in F.
We can now formalize the condition re nement notion. 20 . Indeed, old(F) subsumes old(G) if and only if F subsumes G.
We remark that, though the test for subsumption has a cost exponential in the formulas that can appear in rule conditions, this is not a problem. First of all, this complexity is exponential in the dimension of the formula and the schema, not in the dimension of the database. Second, the analysis of whether a rule is a correct re nement of another one is executed once at rule de nition time. More e cient subsumption tests for rule conditions could be used at the expense of reducing the expressiveness of the language for condition speci cation 29].
Example 7: Given trigger r 2 on class employee and trigger r 1 The basic approach to achieve behavior consistency is based on ensuring that, for each action in the inherited 20 Note that this is the case here, since we consider only event preserving rules, for which the referred past state is the state at transaction start.
trigger, there is a corresponding action in the re ned trigger. However, since rule actions are sequences, the corresponding action could be discarded by some complementary action executed after it in the sequence. Consider as an example the case of an inherited trigger creating an object in its action, overridden by a trigger whose action rst of all creates a corresponding object and then deletes it. We consider, therefore, the net e ect of the actions in the sequence. We state that for each action in the net e ect of the inherited trigger there must be a corresponding action in the net e ect of the re ned one. Note that the notion of net e ect employed here is purely syntactical and relies only on complementary database operations.
We now formalize these notions. Given a record term t and a class c, let t jc denote the restriction of the term to the eld whose labels are attributes of c. a sequence of create and delete primitives on the same object, possibly with an arbitrary number of intermediate modify primitives on that object, has a null net e ect; a sequence of create and several modify primitives on the same object has the net e ect of a single create operation; a sequence of several modify and a delete primitive on the same object has the net e ect of a single delete operation on that object; a sequence of several modify primitives on the same object has the net e ect of a single modify operation on the old object which modi es it in the newest. In addition to those classical compensations, we consider also compensations involving object migrations along the hierarchy. For the sake of brevity, we omit all rules for computing the net e ect of a sequence of actions. Given a sequence of actions A, let Net(A) denote the net e ect of the sequence. The net e ect of the sequence is performed at a syntactic level, by considering compensating actions on the same object-denoting term, contained in the sequence. 2 We remark that, since both basic action re nement and the computation of net e ect only rely on syntactical properties of the trigger action, action re nement is decidable. Note moreover that, according to Proposition 2, r 2 is a behavioral re nement of r 1 .
Finally, let us mention that whenever the conditions of De nition 23 hold among two triggers, then, under certain conditions, the more general of the two triggers is redundant, as stated by the following de nition. Events: modify(income) Condition: employee(X), occurred(modify(income),X), X.income < 100 Action: rollback Then, trigger r 1 , inherited in class employee, is redundant with respect to this class.
4
Detecting redundant triggers allows one to save useless rule executions during rule processing, thus restricting the set of rules to be executed to a minimal one realizing the intended e ect on the database.
VII. Trigger Inheritance and Overriding in
Object-Relational DBMS Object-relational DBMS represent one of the most interesting extensions of relational DBMS and many of them support active capabilities. In particular, the forthcoming database standard SQL-3 9] relies on an object-relational data model and provides active capabilities. In our opinion, the issues discussed in this paper apply to active objectrelational data models as well, and our approach can help in clarifying how active capabilities can be integrated in object-relational DBMS. Thus, the contribution of the paper has value beyond the speci c data model, Chimera, in the context of which it has been developed.
Though some object-relational data models do not currently support inheritance (e.g. DB2 32] The semantic framework we have developed can be easily extended for specifying the semantics of trigger on objectrelational databases. In particular, Chimera immediate triggers corresponds to SQL-3 statement-level after triggers. Dealing with immediate rules implies that the reactive process is started after the execution of any update operation, rather than only after the execution of the commit statement. The semantics we have presented in the paper can easily model this execution mode. A semantics modeling the execution of other kinds of SQL-3 triggers, that is, row-level and before triggers, could be de ned as well, relying on the same semantics framework.
A (syntactic) di erence between SQL-3 (and DB2) triggers and Chimera ones is that in SQL-3 there is no parameter passing between condition and action parts, and that actions contain SQL DML statements, that is, statements of the form UPDATE-SET-WHERE, DELETE-WHERE, that both specify the action to be performed and select the objects on which the action has to be performed. In Chimera triggers, instead, these two tasks are decoupled in the action and condition components. We remark that, however, this is a syntactic di erence, since we can easily establish a correspondence between each SQL DML statement and a (set of) Chimera condition-action pair(s) 8].
Example 11: The following SQL-3 trigger reacts to insertions of new employees, whose rank is manager. It sets the salary of all employees in the inserted manager department whose salary excedes the salary of the newly inserted manager, to the salary of that manager. Finally, also the proposed conditions, specifying when trigger re nement is allowed, could be applied to objectrelational active databases. The Chimera action language actually allows one to specify sequences of SQL DML statements (modulo the correspondences sketched above). Sequences of SQL DML statements are exactly the actions that can be speci ed in DB2 triggers, and a meaningful subset of the actions that can be speci ed in SQL-3 triggers. In particular, SQL-3 trigger actions are sequences containing SQL DML statements and SQL control statements (SQL/PSM). While our static conditions do not cover SQL control statements such as loop statements, trigger re nement can be tested by exploiting our techniques as long as trigger actions contain SQL DML statements only. The following example illustrate the discussion.
Example 12: Let employees, employee log be tables inheriting from tables persons, person log, respectively. Consider the following SQL-3 trigger, corresponding to the trigger r 2 of Example 2, whose condition has been modi ed to select all employees whose age exceeds 65: In this section we compare our work with existing approaches dealing with active rule semantics and trigger overriding in existing systems.
A. Active Rule Semantics
The growing interest in active database systems has led to the development of formal techniques to analyze the main characteristics of these systems as the rule de nition language and the execution model. In the following we present a brief overview of how the problem of de ning a semantics for active database systems has been addressed in the literature. We refer the interested reader to 34] for a more detailed overview.
An approach to the de nition of a semantics which is the most similar to ours is described in 35] and proposes a denotational semantics for the Starbust system. As in our approach, the semantics is seen as a function which maps a transaction and the current database state into a resulting state. The main limitation of these semantics is that it is tightly bound to the Starbust execution model, devoting little attention to the condition and action language.
Another important work is 36] where a generic framework for formally specifying the semantics of di erent systems is proposed, relying on the Object-Z formalism 37]. The formalism used is object-oriented but totally abstract. The main drawback of this approach, like the previous one, is that no aspect concerning the active rule language is analyzed.
Another line of thinking is the one which has adapted the semantics of deductive databases to active systems. The main works in this direction are 38], 39], and 40]. In 38], the database version of the Event Calculus is exploited. Through the Event Calculus, the set of logical consequences derived by the event history creates a sequence of sets of facts, each of those can be seen as the extensional part (EDB) of a deductive database (DDB). The main contribution of this approach is the de nition of speci cation languages for active rule languages with a logical semantics. In 39] , an integration between the classical operational semantics of the deductive databases and the semantics of active databases is described. The approach is based on the syntactical notion of XY-strati cation and underlines the declarative nature of database updates. Such an approach, however, does not support the analysis of some important features of active rules, concerning the execution model, such as coupling modes.
A simple speci cation language of the form conditionaction is introduced in 41]. The aim of that approach is to develop a rule execution formalism for reasoning about the basic properties of rules. A drawback is the restrictive assumptions characterizing the approach, for example a single coupling mode is supported.
The last approach 42] we mention here is particularly relevant as it gives a semantics for the Chimera active rule language. Such an approach, applicable to a generic active database system, tries to provide a formal model onto which the various aspects of such a system, such as execution of a set of rules, coupling modes, consumption modes and so on, can be mapped. Three steps are distinguished: the rst step consists of a translation of the rules into an intermediate syntax to make explicit the characteristics of the rules of a particular system; the second step consists of a translation of the set of rules, obtained in the previous step, in an inner format (core format); the third step consists of an execution model, speci ed through an algorithm, for the rules expressed in the core format. The main drawback of this approach is that rule semantics is not speci ed directly, rather through the translation of rules in an auxiliary format, and thus it is less intuitive.
This short overview highlights the fact that most proposals formalizing active database system semantics deal with relational systems rather than with object-oriented ones and the few that follow the object-oriented approach do not address issues related to inheritance and overriding.
B. Overriding in Active Object Systems
Under most proposals 2], 16], 20], triggers are always inherited and can never be overridden nor re ned. Such an approach, that we have referred to as full trigger inheritance, simply means that events are propagated across the class inheritance hierarchy. Thus, inheritance of triggers is accomplished by applying a trigger to all the instances of the class in which the trigger is de ned, rather than only to proper instances of this class. The approach proposed by Shyy and Su 43] achieves the same result, but it is complicated by the fact that events are not propagated along the class hierarchy.
Rule overriding is supported in TriGS 4] . A lookup mechanism is used that starts from the class of the object for which the event was signaled, and ends at the class where the method corresponding to the event 21 is de ned (in the worst case at the root of the class hierarchy). To recognize rule overriding, a mechanism based on the equality of rule names is used. At implementation level, a transient rule dictionary is used to lter overridden rules. In TriGS, however, this process is simpli ed since only single inheritance is considered. No restrictions are imposed on rule overriding, thus a rule may also override another rule on completely di erent events.
In Ode 27] a subclass may contain a di erent de nition for a trigger de ned in a superclass. Then, if the trigger is activated on a subclass object, only the most speci c trigger applies to it, thus trigger overriding is supported. Note, however, that if the trigger activation is part of the superclass constructor, than both triggers apply to a sub- 21 We recall that in TriGS events are only method calls.
class object, and there is no way to override the trigger. Moreover, also in Ode no controls are performed on trigger rede nition; thus a rule may override another rule on completely di erent events.
In 16] the possibility is suggested to program rule overriding \by hand" as follows. Suppose that a trigger r 0 = (N; c 0 ; Ev 0 ; C 0 ; A 0 ) is de ned and suppose, moreover, that it needs to be overridden by a rule with the same events Ev 0 , but di erent conditions and actions, C and A, in a class c, with c subclass of c 0 . Then, in class c a trigger r can be declared such that r has priority over r 0 , and r:Action executes A and deactivates (that is, disables) trigger r 0 . With this approach, only r will be executed, but it is responsibility of the rule programmer to enforce the overriding. This approach, however, does not account for true overloading and overriding, as the new trigger r cannot have the same name as trigger r 0 . Other drawbacks of this approach are that only few systems allow a rule to be disabled in the action of another rule and that most systems require rules to be explicitly re-activated once deactivated; therefore, it is not clear when and by whom rule r 0 is re-activated.
Finally, trigger overriding has been recently addressed in 44]. Their approach, however, is very di erent from ours, since they consider rules over multiple classes with parameterized events and address the issues of trigger signature rede nition and trigger (multiple) dispatching. They do not discuss at all trigger re nement.
IX. Conclusions and Future Work
Active object-oriented databases are being extensively investigated. Though several research projects are being carried on and some prototype systems have been developed, a relevant issue in integrating triggers with objectoriented modeling capabilities has been so far neglected, namely trigger inheritance. In this paper, we have analyzed trigger inheritance and overriding in the context of the Chimera active object language, by formally specifying a semantics and by investigating under which restrictions triggers can be overridden in subclasses. In 28] we discuss how the existing architecture of the Chimera prototype 45] can be modi ed to support trigger overriding.
Our work can be extended along a number of di erent dimensions. First of all, our conditions for trigger overriding can be extended to consuming rules, for which the old state referred by predicates on past database states depends on the last rule activation, and to triggers with composite events 19]. Our notion of event containment can be extended to more complex event languages, since it is possible to establish static conditions ensuring that a composite event will occur each time another composite event occurs. Moreover, the in uence of multiple inheritance and multiple class direct membership 46] on triggers should be considered. For multiple inheritance, the main issue is how to order triggers (on the same events) inherited from different superclasses; this could be achieved by imposing a total order on classes, or by allowing a class to modify the relative priorities of triggers in its superclasses.
In this appendix we sketch the semantics of Chimera updates. We refer the reader to 26] for an extensive presentation.
In giving the semantics two kinds of updates are distinguished: atomic and non-atomic. An update is atomic when it cannot be decomposed into simpler updates. The atomic updates of our language are create, delete, modify, specialize, generalize, while the non-atomic updates are method invocations. Atomic operations transform the database from one state to another without intermediate states, whereas non-atomic updates require several intermediate states.
The semantics of atomic update statements is presented in Table II. In that de nition, besides the ones in De nition 12, the semantics domains are: Term = set of the well-formed terms of the language.
2 V = powerset of V, set of possible values of the language. Note moreover that the semantic domains Cond and Update denote condition and action parts both of rules and of methods. Actually, trigger conditions slightly di er from method conditions. For example, in trigger conditions event formulas can appear while in method conditions they cannot. Analogously, in rule action parts rollback operations can appear whereas in method action parts they cannot. We consider these constraints as static constraints.
The following semantic functions are used: Function E models the semantics of Chimera terms. We do not present here the formal de nition of such semantics since it is the usual interpretation of terms constructed by the standard arithmetical set, record and list operators of a general programming language. Function CM corresponds to function C (De nition 13) for method conditions. Note that the functionality of function CM is di erent from the one of C. Both of them take as input a condition, the construct to be evaluated, and a database state which is the initial state. Conditions for methods must be evaluated in the current database state and with respect to the current set of bindings, as in Chimera methods there is parameter passing and no event set is needed, because event formulas may not appear in method conditions. By contrast, in function C a rule's condition is evaluated with respect to the current database state and the current event set, necessary for occurred formula evaluation, and no set of bindings is considered, since rules have no parameters. In what follows, given a set of bindings B and a variable O, let O B be the interpretation of O in B, that is, the set of oids to which O is bound in B.
We do not elaborate further on atomic update operations in this context. In particular we do not analyze issues related to dynamic errors. We refer the reader to 26] for an extensive discussion.
Method calls are the only non-atomic updates of our language. A method invocation has the form O:op(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where O is the object receiver of the event, op the method name, and t 1 ,: : :,t n , the actual parameters, are terms. A method call is implemented by several rules, where each rule has the form: condition ! u 1 ; : : :; u n .
The semantics of condition evaluation is speci ed through function CM, which takes a condition C and a state S and returns a set of bindings f 1 ; : : : n g such that condition C where each variable has been substituted with the corresponding value in i , i 2 1; n], is a ground formula which evaluates to true in state S.
In specifying the semantics of method calls, four phases can be distinguished:
1. Selection of method implementation. 2. Generation of the set of bindings in which the rule conditions are evaluated. 3. Evaluation of the method implementation. 4. Generation of the set of bindings to return as result. Selection of method implementation is the most interesting phase for what concerns method inheritance and overriding. In the de nition of the semantics of method calls a fundamental problem is to establish which method has to be invoked for each oid bound to the variable, on which the method is invoked. This way of proceeding is in accordance with the one adopted for establishing the rule triggered by an event instance in De nition 8. Our language supports late binding, that is, at run-time, for each object the method related to its most speci c class is invoked.
We do not consider these phases further in this context, all the details can however be found in 26].
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